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One focused on strength, while the other focused on speed.

The duo attacked Donald in unison for the slight chance of staying alive.

If it was an average Mortal Realm expert, they would surely choose to avoid them even though

such an attack wouldn't be much threatening.

Unfortunately, the duo encountered none other than Donald.

Donald loved damaging one's pride.

He turned around and punched Kun, causing the latter's right arm to become dented.

And then he swung his foot backward and kicked Tom in the chest.

With those simple attacks and without anything fancy, it took only three seconds for Donald to get

rid of the duo.

Lucy, who was on the stage, shivered as she looked at Donald.

At that moment, she was bereft of words and horrified, for Donald looked like the God of Death.

“How are you a superstar as compared to Wynter?”

“D-Don't kill me.”

While gazing at her, Donald uttered calmly, “Don't worry. I won't kill you. I'll make you suffer a

fate worse than death, as you said just now.”

Donald moved like a lightning bolt as he tapped on Lucy's neck. The next second, as if she had

been electrocuted, she toppled to the ground, convulsed, and foamed at the mouth.

Zack, who collapsed on the ground, gritted his teeth and said to Donald, “Donald, don't be too

arrogant. The Zurlo family will surely send someone to get to the bottom of what happened after I

die. By then, your identity will be exposed!”

“Is that so? Then before you came here today, why didn't you guess that Braxton's death is related

to me?”

Donald's question stumped Zack.

This time, as the Ten Prestigious Families returned to Pollerton, the Zurlo family had assigned

him a primary mission to find out how Braxton and Hamish died and to determine the suspects.

Zack was pretty confident with his analytical capability. But as Donald said, why did he not

suspect that Donald had something to do with their death?

Just as Zack was in a state of bewilderment, Billy came out from the obscure spot of the studio.

There was also a group of people in reddish-black uniforms who had walked out together with

Billy.

They were the Dark Crows—Donald's subordinate's most capable intelligence organization,

which is specifically responsible for settling matters for Donald and hiding his real identity.

As soon as Zack caught sight of Billy, realization dawned on him.

Even though Tom and Kun were Septet Stella Warrior and above, they didn't even notice that

Billy and those people were hiding in the shadows. From that, it was apparent that Donald was

incredibly powerful.

After a moment of silence, Zack asked, “Donald, who on earth are you?”

Donald shot a look at Zack. “You don't deserve to know.”

When Donald waved his hand, Billy appeared behind Zack and took out a dagger to stab the

latter.

Instantly, Zack's face stiffened, then he appeared to be in extreme pain. His facial features

contorted violently, and he died in anguish.

Billy's weapon was called Misery and was coated with some customized deadly poison.

That type of deadly poison had no other effect than letting a person suffer excruciating pain and

endure unimaginable torment the minute before he died.

“Clean up the place. I don't want this matter to draw any attention. Do you understand what I'm

saying?”

Lowering his head, Billy replied, “Yes, Lord Campbell.”

When Evelyn and Weston woke up again, the bloodstains and stuff had been removed except for a

few steel plates stabbed to the ground.

The duo had no idea what had happened. Meanwhile, Donald had arrived home to discuss the

renovation of the mansion with Jennifer.
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